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Abstract: Companies have been aware of the benefits of developing Cluster Supply
Chains (CSCs), and they are spending a great deal of time and money attempting to
develop the new business pattern. Yet, the traditional techniques for identifying CSCs have
strong theoretical antecedents, but seem to have little traction in the field. We believe this
is because the standard techniques fail to capture evolution over time, nor provide useful
intervention measures to reach goals. To address these problems, we introduce an agent-based
modeling approach to evaluate CSCs. Taking collaborative procurement as research object,
our approach is composed of three parts: model construction, model instantiation, and
computational experiment. We use the approach to explore the service charging policy
problem in collaborative procurement. Three kinds of service charging polices are compared
in the same experiment environment. Finally, “Fixed Cost” is identified as the optimal policy
under the stable market environment. The case study can help us to understand the workflow
of applying the approach, and provide valuable decision support applications to industry.
Keywords: Cluster Supply Chains (CSCs); procurement pattern; controlled evolution;
agent-based modeling; computational experiment

1. Introduction
With the development of the global labor division, industrial cluster is becoming an increasingly
common economic model, which has a series of advantages in global competition, such as regional
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adjacency, industrial relevance, flexibility plus specialization, trust-based cooperation, and so on. In an
industrial cluster, a group of complementary business entities can fully obtain sufficient resources and
business opportunities by the means of collaboration [1]. The collaboration between enterprises exists
not only within the same supply chain (vertical collaboration), but also across different supply chains
(horizontal collaboration). As shown in Figure 1, the horizontal collaboration is highly developed
(e.g., collaborative procurement [2], collaborative manufacture [3,4], collaborative after-sale [2],
collaborative logistics [2,5], etc.), and the vertical collaboration has a relatively complete supply chain
system (SC1, SC2). As a result, a multi-level, multi-dimension, and multi-function supply chain
network can be formed.

Figure 1. The operating diagram of “Cluster Supply Chain”.
The new enterprise collaboration mode is known as “Cluster Supply Chains” (CSCs), which
integrates the advantages of supply chain and industrial cluster [2]. Based on the CSC-based
collaboration, cluster enterprises can benefit from economies of scale (individual is weak, but
organization is strong) and ensure their flexibility (real-time information exchange, quick and flexible
operation ability) in the meantime. In the end, the whole industrial cluster can evolve into an inherent,
virtuous economic ecosystem, and achieve the purpose of “leverage” in the global competition.
However, CSCs is a truly complex dynamic system. The implementation of these collaboration
modes is not that easy. (1) Each enterprise in the cluster should have autonomous decision-making,
which has its specific interest. So, some certain interventions need to be adopted to avoid the conflict
between individual targets and collective targets [6]. (2) The operation and evolution of CSCs is
affected by both external factors (e.g., market conditions, industrial policy, etc.) and internal factors
(e.g., organizational forms, collaboration strategy, coordination mechanism, etc.). Under different
conditions, different evolution results may occur. Therefore, how to analyze the possible evolution
results caused by the combination of various factors and how to develop effective intervention
strategies to achieve the expected evolution goals, have become the key research issues in this field.
At present, although the government, research institutions and enterprises have paid a lot of effort,
the practical construction and operation of CSCs doesn’t show the desired effect [7–9]. There is still a
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huge gap between theory development and practical applications [10]. The related theories are not very
mature and perfect, which cannot provide effective means to conduct quantitative analysis and
research on CSCs. As a result, it is difficult to design a suitable intervention strategy to guarantee the
desired evolution results. By means of introducing the concept of “computational experiment” [11], this
paper proposes a set of research methods to implement in-depth study on CSCs evolution. Furthermore,
collaborative procurement is taken as the research object to show how to apply the method.
This whole paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the related work of this paper;
Section 3 proposes a set of agent based models for collaborative procurement; Section 4 gives the
instantiation of experiment system for collaborative procurement; Section 5 mainly conducts the
computational experiment on collaborative procurement under different service charging policies;
Section 6 summarizes the research work and identifies the future research direction.
2. Research Background
2.1. Current Work in the Field of CSCs
The concept of “cluster supply chain” was put forward formally in Li’s PhD thesis [2,3], which
gives a wide range of discussion on the issues of CSCs, such as coupling, characterization, functional
effects, system structure, path changes, integration construction, competition-cooperation game,
operation, planning, performance evaluation, and so on. Then, other researchers from different
disciplines began to study this new business mode to facilitate its formation and sustainable
development, which can be summarized as the following three perspectives:
2.1.1. Economies
This view regards industrial cluster as a specific enterprise organization, in which enterprises are
connected with each other by economic cooperation agreement. The coordination among enterprises
follows the basic market principles: (1) enterprise will maximize its own profits as much as possible;
and (2) it needs to find a balance between its own interest and the collective interest in the
meantime [12,13]. Some useful tools have been proposed to evaluate the operation performance of
CSCs, such as “balanced evaluation process” [14] and “supply chain committee approach” [15].
However, how to compare the cost performance of different collaboration strategy in a quantitative
way is still an unresolved problem.
2.1.2. Management
The view regards industrial cluster as a complex production system, which emphasizes two key
characteristics: “organizational interaction” and “collaborative management” [16–18]. The fist key
feature pays attention to the exchange of information, resources and personnel among enterprises,
which can provide the correct decision support so as to avoid the conflict with other enterprises. The
second feature is about how to improve the efficiency in the CSC-based collaboration modes, which
needs to achieve a balance between individual autonomy and collective target. All kinds of collaborative
modes in CSCs are summarized and classified in [19,20]. However, how to analyze the dynamic
evolution process of collaborative modes in CSCs is still a real practical and theoretical challenge.
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2.1.3. Sociology
The view regards industrial cluster as a very complex social structure (including enterprises,
research institutions, service providers, and so on), which focuses on the diffusion of information and
knowledge within the enterprises network. Sociological analysis reveals that industrial cluster can be
viewed as a “knowledge system”, i.e., the specific knowledge creation and diffusion among a group of
individual enterprises. In a cluster, the mutual learning mechanism between individual enterprises can
contribute to labor specialization and division, and employee turnover between them [21]. The competition
and cooperation mechanism among enterprises can promote the healthy development of regional
economy effectively [22]. The SCP (Structure- Conduct-Performance) method was adopted to analyze the
relationship between CSCs and regional competitive advantage [23]. However, it is still difficult to assess
the importance of cluster for enterprise collaboration and build a virtuous economic system.
2.2. The Collaborative Procurement in CSCs
The evolution of CSCs is realized by the formation and development of various collaboration
modes. Only after clarifying the details of each collaboration mode, can the controlled evolution of the
whole CSCs be achieved. In CSCs, many manufacturers have numerous and similar demands for
common parts, strategic materials and bulk purchasing. As a result, collaborative procurement
becomes one of the most important collaboration modes, which can greatly reduce the procurement
cost of manufacturers by means of the scale economy. Therefore, collaborative procurement is selected
as the research object in the paper. According to the literature [2], there are three types of procurement
mode for manufacturers in CSCs: independent procurement, alliance procurement and service
procurement. In Table 1, the advantages and disadvantages of different modes are given in detail.
Table 1. Several typical procurement modes in CSCs.
The Type of Demand
Independent
procurement (IP)
Alliance procurement
(AP)

Service procurement
(SP)

Advantages
Manufacturers find the appropriate supplier
in its inquiry radius, and get the raw material
from suppliers directly.
Because manufacturers do business with
suppliers through their alliance leader, their
overall procurement scale and inquiry radius
can be improved a lot.
Manufacturers do business with suppliers
through service providers, their overall
procurement scale and inquiry radius can
achieve the maximum value.

Disadvantages
Because its procurement scale
and inquiry radius are small,
the procurement price is high.
Although the procurement price
is relatively low, the cost of
collaboration is relatively high.
The procurement price depends
on the service charging policy
taken by service provider.

Manufacturers need to adjust their procurement mode continuously according to market conditions
and competitive environment in order to maximize their profits. As shown in Figure 2, the evolution of
collaborative procurement in CSCs can appear two trends. (1) The procurement pattern of
manufacturers is developed from independent procurement to service procurement. As a result,
manufacturers can obtain the lower procurement price, and service providers also earn certain profit.
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Finally, a state of profit balance (“win-win”) among different roles can be achieved and service
procurement pattern becomes the major pattern. (2) The procurement pattern of manufacturers is
degraded from service procurement to independent procurement. As a result, manufacturers need to
pay more additional procurement cost and service provider cannot maintain its profit. Finally, the state
of profit balance cannot be achieved among different roles of agents.

Figure 2. The transformation between different collaborative procurement modes.
The interaction among manufacturers is the driving mechanism of the procurement mode adjustment,
which can promote the formation of collaborative procurement alliance and the transformation between
different procurement modes. In order to achieve the desired evolution effect, it is very important to
provide the effective tools to analyze the possible impact of various factors (e.g., initial setting and
intervention strategy) on the evolution of procurement mode.
2.3. Research Method in the Paper
The evolution of collaborative procurement pattern in CSCs is a complex process, which needs to
consider the autonomy of individual enterprise, the interaction between various factors, and the
emergence of the whole system. However, current research in the field mainly focuses on several
issues, such as impact factors [24], strategy optimization [25], mechanism design [26], and so on. As a
result, it is difficult for existing studies to provide effective means to reveal the in-depth evolution
mechanism. In order to change this situation, it is necessary to put forward a new research approach to
realize the systematic research on the evolution of collaborative procurement patterns in CSCs.
According to Wooldridge’s definition [27], agent is a natural metaphor for the members in
CSCs (e.g., factories, workshops, etc.), including autonomy, sociality, reactivity and pro-activity, etc.
Furthermore, multi-agent system provides a proper way (distributed rather than concentrated,
spontaneous rather than planned, concurrent rather than sequential) to describe CSCs. Furthermore, the
ACP method (Agent Modeling + Computational Experiments + Parallel Execution) provides a feasible
research approach for studying the evolution mechanism of CSCs [10,11].
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Compared with the existing studies, computational experiment has a series of advantages, such as
precise controllability, flexible design, repeatable operation, and so on. For some special applications
(with high risk, high cost, etc.), it is difficult or impossible to conduct the related research directly in
the real environment. As a result, computational experiment becomes an appropriate choice or even the
only choice, such as transportation system [28], war simulation system [29], socio-economic system [30],
ecological environment system [31], physiological/pathological system [32], political ecosystem [33],
and so on.
Aiming at the proposed research question in Section 2.2, the “computational experiment” based
research method is proposed in the paper, which is composed of the following three parts:
(1) How to construct the model of collaborative procurement: Establish individual agent model as
the basic building block of experiment system, including suppliers, manufacturers, and service
providers; design interaction model to depict three kinds of procurement patterns. The details
are given in Section 3.
(2) How to instantiate the model of collaborative procurement: Based on the above models, the
behavior rules of various agents in collaborative procurement need to be further defined. Thus,
their status can be updated in each time cycle to drive the operation of experiment system. The
details are given in Section 4.
(3) How to use computational experiment to analyze collaborative procurement: By changing the
combination pattern of external and internal different factors on the final evolution results. The
application condition of different intervention policies can be analyzed on experiment results.
The details are given in Section 5.
3. Model Construction of Collaborative Procurement
In collaborative procurement, there are three types of enterprise (manufacturer, supplier and service
provider). Their interests may be different (e.g., manufacturer and supplier), and even be contradictive
(e.g., the profit of service provider comes from the payment of manufacturers). The competition and
game between different enterprises promote the creation, evolution and development of the whole
industrial cluster. Therefore, the construction of model system needs to focus on two issues: (1) how to
build individual agent as the basic building block of the whole system; and (2) how to build the
interaction between different agents to drive the system evolution.
3.1. The Entity Model of Enterprise Agent
For enterprise agents, they make decisions and conduct reactions on the basis of their own
awareness, preference, processing approach, and the limited information. As the basic building block of
experimental system, the architecture of enterprise agent can be divided into four parts: Perception,
Decision, Reaction and Adaptation. As shown in Figure 3, the information flow within the agent
connect these various parts as a whole: at some time points, the decision-making mechanism will
produce corresponding plans based on the perception of information and experience; then, the agent
adjusts its behavior policies according to the plan and invoke some appropriate behavior functions to
response to the external events; finally, the state properties of the agent will be affected and changed
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by the changes of external environment, which can affect the decision making mechanism further.
Equation (1) gives the expressions of enterprise agent model, which is described by a group of
attributes related to time variable. The detailed explanation is given in the following:
Agent  R, St , Et , Vt , Yt , N 

(1)

St

Et

Yt

Vt

Figure 3. The diagram of enterprise agent.
Characteristic Properties R: the characteristic properties of enterprise agent will remain unchanged
during the operating process, which can influence the decisions and behavior of the agent. Taking
manufacturer agent as an example, its main characteristic properties are shown in Table 2, and other
types of agent are similar to it.
Table 2. The characteristic properties of manufacturer agent.
Name
Cost sensitivity: CostR

Explanation
For manufacturer agent, CostR determines its cost threshold of changing
supplier. If CostR is high, the frequency of changing supplier is low; if CostR is
low, the frequency is high.
For manufacturer agent, RiskR can affect the variation range of adjusting order

Risk Preference: RiskR

quantity. If RiskR is high, the adjustment range is large; if RiskR is low, the
adjustment range is small.
For manufacturer agent, CreditR determines the probability of withdrawing

Credit Metrics: CreditR

from the alliance. If CreditR is high, the default risk is low; if CreditR is low, the
default risk will be high.

Perceived Events Et: the perceived external events can stimulate the changes of enterprise agent,
including its behavior and state. Taking manufacturer agent as an example, its main perceived events
are shown in Table 3, and other types of agent are similar with it.
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Table 3. The perceived events of manufacturer agent.

Name
Perceived order
number: OrderOut (t )
S

Perceived supply
price: PriceSupplyS (t)

OrderOut S

Explanation
(t ) is determined by actual market demands. If the product quantity is greater

than the actual demand, manufacturer will return backlog products to its supplier, i.e.,
the buy-back phenomenon.
PriceSupplyS (t) is obtained by interacting with different entities: (i) interaction with its
neighboring manufacturers in its interaction radius; (ii) interaction with procurement
alliance leader; (iii) interaction with service provider; and (iv) interaction randomly
with supplier in its inquiry radius.

State Properties St: The state properties of enterprise agent will change constantly during the
operating process, which can reflect its current state. Taking manufacturer agent as an example, its
main state properties are shown in Table 4, and other types of agent are similar with it.
Table 4. The state properties of manufacturer agent.
Property name
Enterprise Scale:
SclaeS (t )
Enterprise Role:
RoleS (t )
Procurement pattern:
PatternS (t )
Enterprise profit:
Profit S (t )

Explanation
SclaeS (t ) determines the order quantity that it can deal with, which is divided
into three types: large, medium and small.
RoleS (t ) indicates the possible roles of manufacturer agent, including leader,
follower, and service provider. In the operating process of manufacturer, it can
switch among these roles.
There are three types: independent procurement, alliance procurement and service
procurement. The final procurement price can be affected by the selected
procurement pattern a lot.
Profit S (t ) is determined by the difference value between its income and its cost.

The Behavior Set Vt: According to the reactions to the perceived context information, enterprise
agent will implement some behaviors to achieve its own interest. The adopted behavior is determined
by its state properties, the perceived context and decision mechanism. Enterprise agent can calculate its
behavior in the next time step based on the behavior rules, which are shown in Equation (2):
vt  Vt ,  ( , vt , Et , Yt )  S t 1 , N ,  

(2)

In the equation,  ( , vt , Et , Yt ) indicates the result assessment after Agent α completing the action vt
under the environment Et and decision Yt ;  indicates the final result can be achieved after Agent
achieves its condition;  St 1 , N ,   indicates the state of the agent at the next moment St 1 can meet
the constraints N and the task standard  . The detailed behavior rules of each kind of agent are given
in Section 4.
Decision-Making Mechanism Yt: After perceiving the external events, agent needs to make the
appropriate decision in order to ensure its own interests, such as the adjustment of sale price, the
replacement of supplier, and so on. In addition, in the process of operation, one agent will constantly
interact with other agents to learn new knowledge and update its rule base. Equation (3) indicates
the current decision-making mechanism Yt is decided by the interaction  between the previous
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decision-making mechanism Yt 1 and the previous context Et 1 . Equation (4) indicates the function
mapping between Yt and vt . The detailed decision-making mechanism of each agent is given in Section 4.
Y t  Y t 1  E t 1

vt  f (Yt ) | ( ,v

t , E t ,Yt )   S t 1 , N

(3)
, 

(4)

Constraints N: the operation of enterprise agent is always restricted by all kinds of constraints,
including its own capability and external environment. For example, if a supplier agent has signed the
contact with some collaborative alliance, it will be limited by the production capacity and unable to
provide raw material to other manufacturers.
3.2. The Interaction Model of Enterprise Agent
Enterprise agents need to adjust their operating strategies according to the evolution of market
conditions and competitive environment in order to maximize their profits. For manufacturers, one of
the most important things is to find the most suitable suppliers in each time cycle to maintain their
competitive advantages. In order to obtain the suppliers’ information, manufacturers can get some
valuable advice from its neighbors or inquire the price from suppliers directly. Here, the representation
of Construct [34–38] is used to describe the interaction process among enterprise agents.
Perception:
Agent ( x).RoleS = manufacturer; Agent ( y).RoleS = manufacturer;
Availability y (t) = true; if Distance(x, y) < Ri

a

//

Ri

a

// x and y are manufacturers;

is the interaction radius of manufacturer x;

Decision:
ProbInteract xy (t) =

a

Ri  Distance ( x , y )
Ri

a

// the interaction probability is determined by the distance between x and y;
ProbChange xy (t) =

Manufacturer ( x ). PriceIn S ( t )  Manufacturer ( y ). PriceIn S ( t )
ProfitShreld * Cost R

if Manufacturer ( x ). PriceIn S ( t )  Manufacturer ( y ). PriceIn S ( t )  0

// the probability of changing supplier is determined by the price difference between x and y;
Action:

Communicate xyk (t) = f(ProbInteract xy(t), Known yk)

// manufacturer x get the procurement price k of manufacturer y through their interaction;
Adaptation:

Known x (t  1 ) = Facts x(t) + Belief x(t) + Communicate xyk(t)

// Facts x(t) indicates the current procurement price of manufacturer x;
// Belief x(t) indicates the principle of changing supplier of manufacturer x, i.e., “the lower price,
the better”;
Change x (t  1 ) = f(ProbChange xy(t), Known x(t +1))

// manufacturer x replaces its supplier with the supplier of y through comparison;
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According to the literature [2], there are three types of procurement patterns for manufacturers in
CSCs: independent procurement, alliance procurement and service procurement. The interaction
among manufacturers can drive the formation of different procurement patterns and decide its selection
among different procurement patterns. The details of each pattern are shown as follows:
3.2.1. Independent Procurement Pattern
At the stage, all the manufacturers trade directly with suppliers. Figure 4 shows the operation
mechanism of independent procurement pattern: R1a represents the interaction radius between
manufacturer and manufacturer, and R1b represents the inquiry radius between manufacturer and
supplier. With the diffusion of the supplier information among manufacturers, more and more
manufacturers will focus on a small number of suppliers with lower prices gradually. When adopting
the independent procurement pattern, the typical operating features are shown in Table 5.

Figure 4. The operation diagram of collaborative procurement.
3.2.2. Alliance Procurement Pattern
With the selection for suppliers concentrated on a small amount of suppliers gradually, manufacturers
can get more discounts from suppliers through collaborative procurement (i.e., merge the orders of
various manufacturers). Figure 4 shows the operation mechanism of alliance procurement pattern: R 2a
represents the collaborative radius between leader and manufacturer, and R 2b represents the inquiry
radius between leader and supplier. When adopting the alliance procurement pattern, the typical
operating features are shown in Table 6.
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Table 5. The features of independent procurement pattern.

Name
Interaction Objects

Inquiry Price Radius

Interaction Radius

Explanation
There is some interaction between manufacturers within cluster, but no
collaborative relationship.
Due to the limited resources and capabilities, manufacturers can only interact with
b
suppliers within the scope of its inquiry radius ( R1 ). As a result, manufacturer
has to select its supplier based on the limited information, which is not necessarily
the optimal one.
During the operating process, manufacturer can exchange price information with
a
its neighbors within a certain scope (interaction radius R1 ), which can help it to
find the supplier with the lower price.

Table 6. The features of alliance procurement pattern.
Name
Interaction Objects

Inquiry Price Radius

Collaboration Radius

Explanation
The role of manufacturers begins to be divided into two categories: leader and
follower. The leader can initiate a collaborative alliance between manufacturers
to obtain the lower procurement price.
Generally, the leader should be a large-scale manufacturer, which can act as the
agency of the whole alliance to do business with suppliers. Its ability to obtain
b
b
information is stronger than ordinary manufacturers (i.e., inquiry radius R 2  R1 ),
which can be more likely to find the optimal supplier.
The collaboration is implemented within a certain range (i.e., the collaboration
radius of leader R 2 a ), which is based on the stable and high degree of trust
between manufacturers. However, the leader is not specialized in the operation
of collaborative alliance, which may lead to the smaller collaboration scale and
the difficulties of expansion.

3.2.3. Service-Centric Procurement Pattern
With the increase of procurement scale, manufacturer leaders who work as agency will have
no ability to maintain the extra service. Based on the background, the specialized service providers
can be separated from them to achieve the function of collaborative procurement. Figure 4 shows
the operation mechanism of service procurement pattern: R 3a represents the service radius of
service provider, and R 3b represents the inquiry radius between service provider and supplier.
Service providers need to maintain a certain profit to survive, while manufacturers tend to select the
lowest-cost procurement pattern. Therefore, it is crucial for service provider to choose the proper
service charging policy. The “win-win” situation can be formed only by maintaining a balance
between their interests. When adopting the service procurement pattern, the typical operating features
are shown in Table 7.
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Table 7. The features of service-centric procurement pattern.
Name
Interaction Objects

Inquiry Price Radius

Service Radius

Explanation
The alliance leader begins to transform into the specialized service provider.
The service provider can be responsible for completing the procurement task for
manufacturers, which can obtain the lower procurement price.
Service provider can select suppliers more systematically and comprehensively.
Its ability of obtaining information is stronger than alliance leader (i.e., inquiry
b
b
radius R3  R 2 ), which can be more likely to find the optimal supplier.
As the core of service procurement, service provider can provide procurement
a
a
service in a broader range (service radius > collaborative radius, i.e., R3  R 2 ).
At the same time, the coordination cost among manufacturers can be reduced a lot
through providing specialized procurement service.

4. Model Instantiation of Collaborative Procurement
In collaborative procurement, enterprise agents can be divided into three categories: manufacturers,
suppliers and service providers. Their ultimate goal is to get the maximized profit, which can be
achieved by reducing procurement cost and improving sales price. In order to drive the operation of
experiment system, their models need to be initiated to clarify how to calculate the behaviors of
various agents and update their status in each time cycle. The specific details are shown as follows:
4.1. Operating Mechanism of Manufacturer Agent
The operating process of manufacturer agent is shown as Figure 5: (1) at the time t, manufacturer
agent firstly calculate the ordering quantity based on its experience and market forecasting; (2) then,
according to its own selection criteria (including product quality, price, credit, etc.), manufacturer
agent identifies its proper supplier (supplier, alliance leader or service provider) and completes the
procurement task; and (3) finally, manufacturer agent determines the sales price, calculates the new profit
value, and updates its own state properties, which may lead to the role transformation. The state
properties, behavior set, and decision set of manufacturer agent are shown in Tables 8–10, respectively.

Figure 5. The operating diagram of manufacturer agent.
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Table 8. The state properties of manufacturer agent.

Attribute

Calculation
n
(r(t) *wt
( ))*qi (t) cocosti (t),
X i1qi (t)

Sprofit (t) 
n
n
q (t)
( ))*qi (t) (*wt
( ) b(t))* ni
*(i1qi (t)  X) cocosti (t), X i1qi (t)
(r(t) *wt
q
(
t
)
i1 i


Profit calculation

X indicates the market demands; r (t ) indicates the sale price at the time t ; w( t )
indicates the raw material procurement price at the time t ; ρ indicates the discount
n
rate of procurement; qi (t ) indicates the procurement quantity;  i1qi ( t ) indicates the

total procurement quantity of n manufacturers; cocosti (t ) indicates the procurement
cost, which is the fee charged by alliance leader or service provider; b(t ) indicates
the price of buy-back. When i 1qi ( t )  X , manufacturer needs to return the
n

remaining products to supplier, i.e., buy-back.
ScaleS (t  1)  ScaleS (t )  Scale S (t ) * GrowS (t ) *(1 

Scale calculation

ScaleS (t )
mSize

)

ScaleS (t ) is the scale of manufacturer at the time t; GrowS (t ) is the growth rate of

manufacturer; mSize is the possibly maximum scale of manufacturer. When the scale
and profit of manufacturer is lower than some threshold value, it will go bankrupt.

Table 9. The behavior set of manufacturer agent.
Behavior

Supplier adjust

Order quantity adjust
Sale price adjust
Role adjust
Enterprise type adjust

Explanation
In every cycle, manufacturer needs to adjust its supplier during each time cycle in
order to remain its own competitive advantages. If the quality of the new supplier is
better than its current supplier, it will change its supplier according to the calculated
probability; if not, keep the current situation.
The current order quantity of manufacturer needs to be adjusted according to its
perceived market order in the previous time cycle. The adjustment range is
determined by enterprise scale and its risk preference coefficient RiskR .

The sale price of manufacturer needs to be adjusted according to its sale quantity
during the previous time cycle.
The current role of manufacturer agent needs to be adjusted according to its previous
scale. There are three conditions in the role transformation: ordinary manufacturer 
leader, leader  service provider, leader  ordinary manufacturer.
The current scale of manufacturer needs to be adjusted according to its profit in the
previous time cycle.
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Table 10. The decision set of manufacturer agent.

Decision

Explanation
QoS   * Property1   * Property2  ......   * Propertyn

How to change the
selection of
supplier?

The above equation gives the standard of selecting supplier, where QoS indicates the
quality evaluation indicator of supplier; weighting factors need to satisfy 0 ≤ α,β,δ,
ε ≤ 1 and α + β + δ + ε = 1; Propertyi indicates the i-th quality property of supplier,
such as product price, product quality, delivery performance, enterprise reputation and
so on. Based on the practical need, QoS indicator can be increased or decreased.
OrderInE (t 1)  OrderInE (t)  Increment * RiskR

How to change the
purchase quantity?

The above equation gives the calculation rule, where OrderIn (t 1) indicates the
E
ordering quantity of manufacturer at the time t + 1; Increment indicates the baseline
value of adjusting ordering quantity; Risk indicates the risk preference coefficient of
R

How to change the
sales price?

How to change the
type of enterprise?

this manufacturer.
During every cycle, manufacturer needs to adjust its sales price according to its own
profit in the previous time cycle. If its profit falls, manufacturer will reduce the price
for promotion; if its profit increases, manufacturer will increase the price for more
interest; if its profit remains stable, manufacturer will keep the price unchanged.
The change of enterprise scale is determined by its profit state. If Profit S (t )  0 , its
scale will become bigger; if Profit S (t )  0 , its scale will become smaller. When its scale
reaches a certain threshold value, small firm can transform into medium firm; when its
scale reaches another threshold value, medium firm can transform into big firm.
If ( RoleS (t )  Vendor & & ScaleS (t )  large _ scale && Profit S (t )  P1)

How to change the
role of enterprise
into leader?

RoleS (t )  Vendor . follower 

RoleS (t  1)  Vendor .leader ;

The above equation gives the conditions of changing into leader. When ordinary
manufacturer becomes a large-scale enterprise and its profit surpass the threshold value
P1, its role will develop from follower to leader (initiator).
If ( RoleS (t )  leader & & ScaleS (t )  aver _ scale * 5 && ProfitS (t )  P2)

How to change the
role of enterprise
from Leader to
service provider?
How to change the
role of enterprise
from Leader to
Manufacturer?

RoleS (t )  leader  RoleS (t  1)  service _ provider;

The above equation gives the conditions of changing into service provider. When the
scale of leader is more than five times of the average scale aver _ scale and its profit is
more than P2, the role of leader will change into service _ provider
If ( R ole S ( t )  leader & & Profit S ( t )  P 2 )
R ole S ( t )  leader 

R ole S ( t  1)  follower ;

The above equation gives the conditions of changing into ordinary manufacturer. When
the profit of leader is lower than a certain threshold value P2, the role of manufacturer
will degrade to follower .

4.2. Operating Mechanism of Supplier Agent
The operating process of supplier agent is shown in Figure 6: (1) supplier agent firstly determines
the sales price according to the received procurement order and participates in the bid; (2) if it gets the
order, it will complete the order and update its profit and scale; and (3) finally, those suppliers whose
profits continue to be negative may be eliminated, and other suppliers will enter into next cycle. The state
properties, behavior set, and decision set of supplier agent are shown in Tables 11–13, respectively.
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Figure 6. The operating diagram of supplier agent.
Table 11. The state properties of supplier agent.
Attribute

Calculation

 ( *w(t )c (t ))*

Profit S (t )  
n
n
(  *w(t )c (t ))* qi (t )(b (t )v (t ))*(  qi (t ) X ),
i1
i1


n
q (t ),
i1 i

n
i1

X  qi (t )
n
i1

X  qi (t )

X indicates the market demands; w( t ) indicates the sale price of the supplier at the

Profit calculation

time t; c ( t ) indicates the sale cost of the supplier at the time t; b ( t ) indicates the
buy-back price of the supplier; v ( t ) indicates the residual value of single product;
n
qi (t ) indicates the procurement quantity of the i-th manufacturer;  i 1qi ( t ) indicates the
total procurement quantity of n manufacturers; ρ indicates the discount rate provided by
n
the supplier, which changes with the procurement quantity. When i 1qi ( t )  X ,
manufacturers will return the remaining products to supplier, i.e., buy-back.
ScaleS (t  1)  ScaleS (t )  ScaleS (t ) * S grow (t ) * (1 

Scale calculation

ScaleS (t )
mSize

)

S scale (t ) is the scale of the supplier at the time t; S grow ( t ) is the growth rate of the supplier;

mSize is the possible maximum scale of the supplier. When its scale and profit is lower
than the threshold value, the supplier will go bankrupt.

Table 12. The behavior set of supplier agent.
Behavior

Sale price adjust
Enterprise type adjust

Explanation
The sale price of supplier agent is adjusted according to its sale quantity during the
previous time cycle.
The scale of supplier agent is adjusted according to its profit during the previous
time cycle.

Table 13. The decision set of supplier agent.
Decision

Explanation
PriceOut S ( t )  StandPrice * 

How to change
sales price?
How to change
enterprise type?

The above equation gives the rule of adjusting sale price, where StandPrice indicates its
baseline sales price; β indicates the discount rate, which changes with the procurement
quantity. Generally, larger procurement quantity has the bigger discount rate.
For suppliers, the rule of changing scale is same as that of manufacturer.
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4.3. Operating Mechanism of Service Provider Agent
The operating diagram of service provider agent is shown as Figure 7: (1) service provider agent
firstly receives and merges the procurement orders from different manufacturers and selects the proper
supplier; (2) after manufacturers complete this procurement, service provider agent charges fees and
update its profit; and (3) finally, service provider agents whose profits continue to be negative may be
eliminated, and other agents will enter into the next cycle. The state properties, behavior set, and
decision set of service provider agent are shown in Tables 14–16, respectively.

Figure 7. The operating diagram of service provider agent.
Table 14. The state properties of service provider agent.
Attribute

Profit calculation

Calculation
The profit of service provider is determined by its service charging policy. The most
commonly used service charging policies include: Transaction ratio, Earnings ratio,
Fixed cost, Annual membership fee, and Membership fee plus earnings ratio.
The specific calculation formula has been given in Section 3.1.

Table 15. The behavior set of service provider agent.
Behavior

Supplier selection
Service price adjust

Explanation
Service provider needs to adjust its supplier through the price comparison in order to
ensure its competitiveness. The supplier information is from the interaction with
suppliers, which is limited by its inquiry radius.
The service-charging price of service provider agent is adjusted according to the
number of its members and its profit during the previous time cycle.

Table 16. The decision set of service provider agent.
Decision

How to select supplier?

How to adjust service price?

Explanation
For service providers, the rule of selecting supplier is same as that of
manufacturer. The difference is that its inquiry radius is bigger.
In the operation process, service provider may adjust its service price
according to its own status during the previous n time cycles, including the
profit trends and the member number. Generally, the service price should
remain stable to facilitate the establishment of the long-term cooperation
relations between service provider and manufacturers.
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5. Computational Experiment of Collaborative Procurement
As shown in Figure 8, the framework of computational experiment is composed of four parts: the
initiation of experiment environment, the construction of experiment system, the operation of
computational experiment, and the analysis of experiment results. Based on the agent models
mentioned above, the whole evolution process of collaborative procurement can be simulated on the
Repast Simphony platform.

Figure 8. The framework of computational experiment method.
Without external intervention, experiment system will be in a state of natural evolution, which can
be used to analyze the impact of initial environment on system evolution; otherwise, experiment
system will be in a state of controlled evolution, which can be used to analyze the impact of external
intervention on system evolution. This section clarifies the application process of computational
experiment method by means of a case study, which takes service-charging policy as the intervention
measure in the evolution of procurement pattern.
5.1. Initiation of Experiment System
The display interface of experiment operation is divided into two parts: the upper side indicates the
activities of suppliers and the bottom side indicates the activities of manufacturers; gray lines represent
the transactions between suppliers and manufacturers; green lines represent the transactions between
service provider (or alliance leader) and suppliers; yellow lines represent the transactions between
alliance leader and manufacturers; red lines represent the transactions between service provider and
manufacturers. The parameters setting of the experiment is shown in Table 17.
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Table 17. The parameters setting of computational experiment.
Variable
The number of manufacturer
The number of suppliers
The scale of enterprise agent
Default agent scale
Enterprise distribution
Supplier’s own cost
Supplier’s sales price

Manufacturer’s procurement cost
Manufacturer’s sales price
Supplier selection criteria
Links between enterprises
Stable market demand
a
Interaction radius Ri

b
Inquiry radius Ri

Values
60, located at the bottom side
60, located at the upper side
Large (yellow), Medium (dark blue), Small (light blue)
Medium size
Random
Fixed
Bounded random
20% off, when quantity ≥ baseline × 2;
40% off, when quantity ≥ baseline × 5.
Bounded random
Price
Manufacturer, supplier; service provider, manufacturer;
service provider, supplier; leader, supplier; leader,
manufacturer.
Y~N μ, σ = N 12000, 200
Bounded random in three ranges {r1, r2, r3},
and r1 < r2 < r3.
Bounded random in three ranges {q1, q2, q3},
and q1 < q2 < q3.

Total Values
1
1
3
1
1
1
1

2
1
1
5
2
3
3

In the experiment, the market demands are supposed to be stable, which is objective and
uncontrollable. In order to realize the controlled evolution, it is very important to identify the
applicable condition of various intervention policies, such as the organizational form among
enterprises (such as hierarchical or flat form), collaborative strategies (such as the profit distribution
policy in the collaboration), coordination mechanism (such as the constraint mechanism for
collaboration failure), and so on.
In the case study, service charging policy adopted by service provider is taken as the invention
measure in the evolution of procurement pattern. Table 18 gives the possible service charging policies
and their parameter setting. Then, in the operation of experiment, service provider will adopt different
service charging polices to compete with the other two procurement patterns. By means of comparative
analysis, we can clarify the optimal service charging policy in the stable market environment, which
can provide decision support to industry.
In order to identify the optimal policy, two main performance indicators are adopted in the
experiment analysis: (1) the average profit of manufacturers in different procurement patterns; and
(2) the number of manufacturers participating in different procurement patterns. The first indicator is
used to judge whether the policy can keep the profit balance between service provider and
manufacturers so as to realize the sustainable development of service provider. The second indicator is
used to judge whether the policy can make service procurement prevail in the three procurement
patterns, and attract manufacturers as many as possible.
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Table 18. The possible service charging policy in the service-centric collaborative procurement.
Name

Transaction
ratio

Earnings ratio

Fixed Cost

Parameter
setting

Model

Characteristics
High transparency in service cost,
P ro fit S ( t )   * sw ( t ) * q ( t )
which can help manufacturers to
Where α indicates the transaction ratio; sw ( t )
make a decision. However, if
indicates the unit product price when manufacturers
manufacturers can only obtain low
participate service procurement; q ( t ) indicates the
profit from service procurement, the
ordering quantity of the manufacturer at time t.
policy may hurt its interests.
This policy makes some
P r o fit S ( t )   * ( w ( t )  s w ( t )) * q ( t )
Where φ indicates earnings ratio; sw ( t ) indicates the improvements on Transaction
Radio, which can protect the interest
unit product price when this manufacturers
of some low-profit manufacturers.
participate service procurement; w ( t ) indicates the
But, it is difficult to identify the
unit product price before manufacturers participate
earning of manufacturers in the
the service procurement; q ( t ) indicates the ordering
subsequent collaborative period.
quantity of this manufacturer at time t.
High transparency for both
manufacturer and service provider,
P ro fit S ( t )  fix _ co st
which can ensure the basic income
Where fix _ cost is the price charged by the service
of service provider. But, the
provider when manufacturers take part in service
potential income of service provider
procurement for one time.
may be restricted.
In order to ensure the comparability of different policies, their own possible maximum
earnings under their respective parameter setting should be the same. For example, suppose
the baseline value of market demand is set as 12,000, the unit product price is X, and the
number of manufacturers is set as 60, the comparable parameters of the three policies can be
set as the following:
 when the earnings ratio α is set to 0.25 and the maximum discount of service provider is
40%, its maximum possible earnings value is 12000 × X × (1 − 0.6) × 0.25 = 1200 × X;
 when the transaction ratio φ is set to 0.1, its maximum possible earnings is
12000 × X × 0.1 = 1200 × X;
 when the fixed cost fix _ cost is set to 20 × X, its maximum possible earnings is
20 × X × 60 = 1200 × X.

5.2. Operation of Computational Experiment
When the market demand is stable, manufacturer’s order size changes little in general, and the
return rate is low. Under this situation, the cost of independent procurement is relatively stable. After
100 repeated experiments, it can be found that the evolution process of collaborative procurement
under three different service policies can be divided into four basic stages: Independent Procurement
(IP, the average time range is about 0–60 time step), Optimal Procurement (OP, the average time range
is about 60–110 time step), Alliance Procurement (AP, the average time range is about 110–410 time step),
and Service Procurement (SP, the average time range is after about 410 time step).
The whole evolution process is shown in Figure 9. In the first stage, the system is in a relatively
balanced state. The initial scale of manufacturers and suppliers are both medium (blue), and
manufacturer randomly selects supplier. In the second stage, the scale differentiation among enterprises
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begins to occur, and some of them have grown into large enterprises (yellow). Through interaction
between manufacturers, their procurement focuses on a small amount of suppliers gradually. In the
third stage, some large-scale manufacturers begin to launch alliance procurement. In the fourth stage,
the initiator of alliance procurement evolves into the specific service provider, and three kinds of
procurement pattern coexist at this period.

Figure 9. The evolution process of Collaborative Procurement under the stable market environment.
In order to analyze the evolution details of collaborative procurement, Figure 10 shows the
performance comparison among three kinds of service charging policies. The detailed comparative
analysis result is given in Table 19.
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Figure 10. The comparison of three service charging policies under the stable market
environment. (a,b) The comparison of profit and participants number under Earnings ratio
policy. (c,d) The comparison of profit and participants number under Transaction ratio
policy. (e,f) The comparison of profit and participants number under Fixed Cost policy.
Table 19. The comparative analysis of the first computational experiment.
Policy Type

Earnings Ratio policy

Transaction Ratio policy

Fixed Cost policy

The Average Profit of Manufacturers
in Service Procurement
The profit of manufacturers in service
procurement is higher than the value in
the other two patterns. What’s more, it is
close to the profit of service provider. The
profit balance can be achieved in the
service procurement. (Figure 10a)
The profit of manufacturers in service
procurement is higher than the value in
the other two patterns. However, it is
lower than the value under the other
policies. (Figure 10c)
With the growth of collaborative scale,
the profit of both manufacturers and
service providers increases steadily. The
profit balance can be achieved in the
service procurement. (Figure 10e)

The Number of Manufacturers in
Service Procurement

Although the number of
manufacturers in service procurement
increases stably, it has not become the
top one among these three
procurement patterns. (Figure 10b)
The number of manufacturers in
service procurement increases lowly.
What’s more, it has a certain gap with
the top one among these three
procurement patterns. (Figure 10d)
The number of manufacturers in
service procurement increases rapidly
and has already been in a dominant
position. (Figure 10f)

5.3. Analysis of Experiment Results
In the CSC-based collaborative procurement, there are three types of enterprise (manufacturer,
supplier and service provider). Their interests may be different (e.g., manufacturer and supplier), and
even be contradictive (e.g., the profit of service provider comes from the payment of manufacturers).
Based on the above experimental results, different evolution results of procurement pattern in CSC
may be derived from adopting different service charge policies by service provider.
The features of three service charging policies can be summarized: Earnings Ratio policy pays more
attention to the interests of manufacturers; Transaction Ratio policy pays more attention to the interests
of service provider; Fixed Cost policy is a balanced charging policy. In terms of manufacturers,
the charge of Fixed Cost policy is fixed and transparent, which has the more advantages than the other
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two policies in price competitiveness. In terms of service provider, the profit of Fixed Cost policy has
been growing with the increasing number of manufacturers, which can have more advantages than the
other two policies in the profit of service providers. Therefore, the Fixed Cost is a suitable choice
under the stable market demand environment.
However, the study is just a tentative exploration for the identification of the optimal service
charging policy by means of computational experiment. The given example is simplified to a large
extent in order to clarify the workflow of the proposed method. The real service charging policy
problem is much more complex, which needs to consider a lot of factors, such as the classification of
customer requirements, the fluctuation of market environment, the dynamic game between various
service providers, and so on. The real phenomenological experiments will be emphasized in two fields:
one is manufacturing cluster, and the other is e-commerce.
In terms of manufacturing cluster, the role of service provider is becoming more and more
important with the widely application of CSC. In our practical case study, Global Industrial Supply
Co., Ltd, Beijing, China (Hereinafter called GIS) is selected as research object, which is a state-owned
enterprise. GIS provides professional industrial services (including pooling procurement, Cutting and
Machining logistic distribution, Vendor Managed Inventory, and international trade) for all kinds of
manufacturers in North China, such as printing machines (e.g., Beiren Printing Machinery Co., Ltd,
Beijing, China), CNC machine tools (e.g., Beijing No1 Machine plant, Beijing No2 Machine plant,
Beijing, China), construction machinery (e.g., Beijing BEIZHONG Steam Turbine Generator Co., Ltd,
Jing Cheng Heavy Industry Co., Ltd, Beijing, China), environmental protection(e.g., Jingcheng
Environment Protection Co., Ltd, Beijing, China), power generation equipment(e.g., BMEI Co., Ltd,
Beijing, China, Beijing BEIKAI Electronic Co., Ltd, Beijing, China, Beijing Electric Wire and Cable
General Factory, Beijing, China, Beijing Electric Motor Co., Ltd, Beijing, China, etc.).
Cluster members can often profit from the operation of GIS. For example, the existing procurement
costs can be reduced by about 10 percent to 20 percent by means of the integration and optimization
provided by GIS. But, GIS is an independent third party organization with a commercial interest.
Consequently, all the savings from CSC do not go to manufacturers. The challenge was to identify a
suitable service charge policy to achieve the sustainable development of the whole business ecosystem,
which can ensure the reasonable profit of service providers without significantly reducing the benefits
gained by manufacturers. In our future research, the proposed method will be used to find a reasonable
profit model between manufacturers and industrial service provider in the field of MRO (Maintenance,
Repair and Operations) procurement.
Furthermore, the proposed method can be used to solve the service charging policy problem in
E-commerce. Currently, many companies such as Amazon, eBay, Alibaba [39] and JD [40] provide
platforms with e-commerce infrastructure service for small businesses and individual entrepreneurs,
allowing them to open online retail stores. This kind of services has significantly accelerated the
growth of e-commerce, as it builds a bridge between traditional retailers and online shopping. With the
competition between these platform service providers steadily growing up, it becomes necessary to study
and improve the profit model of their own platforms. However, this is a very complex dynamic game
problem between multi players. In our future research, the proposed method will be used to compare the
difference between two e-platform hosts, which uses different service charging policy, respectively.
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6. Conclusions
Companies have been aware of the benefits of developing “Cluster Supply Chain” (CSC), and they
are spending a great deal of time and money attempting to develop the new enterprise collaboration
mode. Yet, the traditional techniques for identifying CSCs have strong theoretical antecedents, but
seem to have little traction in the field. We believe this is because the standard techniques fail to
capture evolution over time, nor provide useful intervention measures to reach goals. To address these
problems, we introduce an agent-based modeling approach to evaluate CSCs. Taking collaborative
procurement as research the object, our approach is composed of three parts:
(1) Model construction of collaborative procurement: Establish individual agent model as the
basic building block of experiment system; and design interaction model to depict the driving
mechanism of collaborative pattern evolution.
(2) Model instantiation of collaborative procurement: The models are initiated to clarify the behavior
rules of various agents. Based on the operation of each agent, the status of experiment system
can be updated continuously in each time cycle.
(3) Computational experiment of collaborative procurement: By changing the combination of
external and internal factors, a variety of experiment environments can be built to identify the
impact of different factors on the final evolution results.
We use the approach to explore the service charging policy problem in collaborative procurement,
instantiating them in an agent-based computation model. We evaluate the procurement problem under
different service charge strategies. Finally, “Fixed Cost” is identified as the optimal policy under the
stable market environment. The experiment can help us to understand the workflow of applying the
method, and provide valuable decision support applications to industry.
Our research work will be in two separate papers: (a) model description and concept; and
(b) phenomenological experiments. Because of limited space, the paper only focuses on the study
of computational experiment method. The follow-up research will be based on the real data
of Global Industrial Supply Co., Ltd. (GIS), which focuses primarily on three kinds of
phenomenological experiments:
(1) How to use computational experiment to find out the optimal operating parameters for a
specific service charging strategy? The research issue needs to emphasize the comprehensive
evaluation standard and the practical authentication of experiment results in order to ensure
its soundness.
(2) How to use computational experiment to identify the impact of the initial factors on the
evolution of CSCs? The initial factors of industrial clusters include industrial range, commercial
culture and development history, etc. The initial factors of enterprise entity include its self-interest
degree, rational degree, etc.
(3) How to use computational experiment to find the effective intervention measures to realize the
sustainable development of CSCs? The research issue needs to achieve a profit balance
between core enterprises, upstream and downstream enterprises, supporting SMEs (small and
medium enterprises), and service enterprises.
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